
JUNE 2022 ASTROLOGICAL OUTLOOK 
 
GREETINGS: 
 
The astrological energy of June was launched by the New Moon in Gemini on 5/30, 
the first New Moon following the eclipse season.  There was also a powerful 
combination of Jupiter and Mars in Aries, the home sign of Mars on 5/29.  Here is 
the result of these planets on my face:  I have a temporary face mask of the twins 
that Gemini represents.  One side of my face is light and the other side is dark.  The 
trickster Mercury retrograded over my face as I fell on my driveway.   
 

     
If you plan to schedule an appointment in the next two weeks, don’t be surprised 
by my appearance:  I am fine but temporarily very scary looking and it is not yet 
Halloween. 
 
The New Moon on 5/30 launched the 30-day lunar cycle ending on 6/28.  Because 
Mercury retrograde does not return to his path until 6/18, transformation will 
continue uninterrupted.  Mars and Jupiter are moving us into action as they visit 
the home of Mars, Aries.  Both Mercury and Saturn change direction in 
June:  Mercury goes direct on 6/3 and Saturn goes retrograde on 6/4 with Neptune 
following suit on 6/28 as the New Moon in Cancer occurs.  The New Moon in 
Gemini on 5/30 combined with Mars and Jupiter in Aries pointed us in the right 
direction in a complex year of change that may seem like it never settles down. 
 
IMPORTANT DATES AND TRENDS IN JUNE: 
 
JUNE 10:  Mercury, now direct in Taurus forms the final supportive triangle with 
Pluto creating stability in our ability to understand power games and unavoidable 



change.  Issues that have been stirring since April are being resolved so we have a 
new understanding of ourselves. 
 
JUNE 11:  Venus joins Uranus in Taurus and bolts from the blue may interrupt our 
tranquility, but the gift is unlimited creativity, as well as unexpected opportunities. 
 
JUNE 13:  Mercury moves back into home sign Gemini, and it is possible to lighten 
up our minds and reach new understandings.  We will have a return to curiosity, 
learning new things and seeking laughter and pleasure, never to be bored.  Our 
sense of humor may return for the next month. 
 
JUNE 14:  Super Full Moon in Sagittarius with Neptune creating a T-square which 
needs Virgo energy to be integrated in our plans and activities.  The mutable signs 
of Gemini, Sagittarius and Pisces can lead to over extension, as well as big 
dreams.  The Virgo energy which is not part of this group will bring us all down to 
earth and provide solutions for what is out of balance.  This is a time where 
imagination and delusion must be balanced as creativity soars. 
 
JUNE 16:  The Sun in Gemini forms a strong balancing triangle with Saturn in 
Aquarius.  Our mental energy is clear and leads us in the right direction with greater 
ease and creative solutions. 
 
JUNE 18:  Venus and Saturn square off.  It is time to confront obstacles and build 
new structures, particularly in regard to financial and relationship matters. 
 
JUNE 21/22:  The Summer Solstice begins with the Sun in Cancer and the Moon 
with Jupiter in Aries encouraging us to begin 3 months of expansion and 
adventure.  The Cardinal sign energy urges action and bold action.   As the seasons 
shift Venus and Pluto form a triangle bringing us into a new reality.  On 6/22 Venus 
moves into Gemini drawing us to stimulating conversations, lightheartedness and 
the avoidance of boredom, particularly in our important relationships.  The 
lightheartedness and desire for fun this pattern brings us the beginning of a great 
summer. 
 
JUNE 28:  This powerfully interesting day brings a New Moon in Cancer, Neptune 
going retrograde and the Sun square Jupiter, ending the month with a bang.  Many 
of us will be oversensitive and reaction emotionally.  For sure this combo will 



expand our need and desire for relaxation and pleasure, particularly for the next 
month. 
 
Wishing you a stimulating joyous month of June.  If you have time for an 
astrological update or working on future planning, I will be available, mask of 
Gemini included. 
 
WITH LAUGHTER, CURIOUSITY, PASSION AND ACTION, 
 
NAN 
 


